1.1. Let {X"} be an arbitrary increasing sequence of positive numbers, such that 0 < Xo < Xi < X2 < ■ • • < X"_i < X" -» oo, as w -> oo, and Yn-o ffl» a given series.
We write An = ao A-ai + a2 + ■ • • + o"_i + an, 4x(co) = 0, for a> g h, where h is a convenient positive number.
If w>0, X"<w<X"+i then n 4x(w) = An = Y a* = X a» as w-><*>, then the series zZn-o a" is said to be summable [R, X, k, r] to the sum s, (fe>0, r^l, k> l/r'), where r' denotes the number conjugate to r, i.e. r' = r/ir -l) [5] . We define r' to be <*> if r = l.
For the definition to be valid at all, the condition k>l/r' is essential as pointed out by Boyd and Hyslop [2, . When r = 1, [R, X, k] and [R, X, k, r] denote the same method. Now [R, X, 0] summability is equivalent to convergence and I x\dA\ix)\ = oiX), as X -» ».
J h
The above condition is the same as zZ I an\n I = oiX) \"<x [S] . We observe that on account of (1.1) the condition (2.1) is equivalent to Cx\aI(u) t
Again, since h>0 and A\(u) is integrable (L) in the range (h, X) for every finite X>h, the condition (2.2) is equivalent to
The assertion that the series Yn-o a» is summable \R, X, 0| to s means that / ,-TLn an = s (in the usual sense) and y,r,n \an\ < °° • It has been shown by Srivastava [5, p. 68, Theorem 9 and p. 61, Theorem l] that, for k^O, summability | R, X, k\ implies summability [R, X, k] and so also summability (R, X, k).
3. The following theorems are known. 
It is convenient first to prove Theorem B.
Under the hypothesis of the theorem, zZn=o an is summable (P, X, k) to the sum s and zZn-o °n is summable (P, p., 0) to the sum Z. Applying Theorem 1, we deduce summability (P, v, k + l) of yjT-n c" to the sum st. Hence by the lemma it is sufficient to prove that /. x | ct(«) \'du = oiXhr+), as X -> oo. If T is hyponormal, then T-zI is also hyponormal for all complex values of z.
The spectrum of an operator T, in symbols a(T), is the set of all those complex numbers z for which T -zI is not invertible. A complex number z is said to be an approximate proper value for the operator Pin case there exists a sequence xn such that ||x"|| = 1 and || (T -zI)xn\\ ->0. The approximate point spectrum of an operator T, in symbols II(P), is the set of approximate proper values of T. The numerical range of an operator P, denoted by W(T), is the set defined by the relation W(T) = {(r*,*): ||*|| = l}. CI (W(T)) will, as usual, denote the closure of W(T). An operator S is said to be similar to an operator P in case there exists an invertible operator A such that 5 = A ~l TA.
In this note, all the operators will relate to a Hilbert space H. We shall prove the following theorem.
Theorem.
Let N be a hyponormal operator. If for an arbitrary operator A, for which O^Cl (W(A)), AN = N*A, then N is self-adjoint.
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